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                                         INTRODUCTION 

 DSGDCW College   for Women   Nurturing   Greatness, Empowering   Future. 

At DSGDCW College for Women, we believe that education is the cornerstone of 

empowerment, and every woman has the potential to achieve greatness. Established with 

a visionary outlook, our college has been dedicated to providing exceptional education 

and holistic development to young women for over 39 years. Situated in a serene and 

conducive learning environment, our institution stands as a beacon of knowledge, 

innovation, and empowerment. 

 

Our Legacy of Excellence:  Since its inception, DSGDCW College for Women has been a 

hub of academic excellence and character development. Our legacy is built on the 

foundation of unwavering commitment to fostering holistic growth in our students. 

Through our comprehensive and innovative programs, we have produced graduates who 

have gone on to become trailblazers in various fields, leaving an indelible mark on society. 

 

Empowering Women through Education: At DSGDCW, we firmly believe that education 

is a powerful tool to empower women and elevate their status in society. Our curriculum 

is designed to not only impart knowledge but also to nurture critical thinking, creativity, 

leadership, and compassion. We provide a supportive and inclusive environment where 

women can explore their potential, discover their passions, and build the skills necessary 

to excel in a rapidly changing world. 

 

Distinguished Faculty: Our college boasts a dedicated and accomplished faculty 

comprising experts, scholars, and practitioners in their respective fields. They are not 

just educators but mentors who guide, inspire, and ignite the flames of curiosity in our 

students. With their guidance, students are encouraged to question, explore, and grow, 

both academically and personally.  
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State-of-the-Art Facilities: To facilitate effective learning and all-around development, 

we offer state-of-the-art facilities including well-equipped classrooms, modern 

laboratories, a comprehensive library, sports facilities, and a vibrant cultural center. Our 

campus provides an enriching environment that supports academic pursuits, research 

endeavors, artistic expression, and physical well-being. 

 

Holistic Development: DSGDCW is not just about academic excellence; it's about 

nurturing well-rounded individuals. We encourage our students to participate in 

extracurricular activities, cultural events, community service, and leadership initiatives. 

These experiences help them develop essential life skills such as teamwork, 

communication, time management, and empathy. 

 

Alumni Success: The success of our college is best reflected in the achievements of our 

alumni. Our graduates have made significant contributions to various fields including 

academia, business, healthcare, social service, arts, and more. They are the living proof 

of the transformative education offered at DSGDCW and serve as role models for current 

and future students 

 

JAWAHAR KNOWLEDGE CENTRE: JKC in our college plays a vital role in 

preparing students for the challenges of the professional world by providing skill 

development, industry exposure, and career support. With a focus on technological 

advancements, JKC often includes programs to enhance students' digital literacy. It 

aligns education with industry needs, making graduates more competitive in the job 

market. 

 DSGDCW College for Women and embark on a journey of self-discovery, empowerment 

and greatness. Discover     potentiality, chase   dreams, and become a part of our legacy 

of excellence. Together, we're shaping a future where empowered women shape a better 

world. 
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CAMPAIGNING 

Our college campaigned for admissions aimed to promote and attract prospective 

students to enroll in degree programs offered by our institution. The campaign spanned 

across various junior colleges in different places in Prakasam district. The primary goal 

was to increase awareness, address queries, and create a positive impression that 

encourages potential students to choose our college for their higher education. 

Campaigning was Professionally designed on 12th December to 16th December and 

distributed brochures   pamphlets, and other promotional materials, highlighting key 

features of our college, degree programs offered, academic programs, campus facilities, 

and admission procedures, faculty, infrastructure, and other key features.  

The response from students was generally positive, with a significant number expressing 

interest in exploring degree programs at our college. Overall, the college degree 

admissions campaigning was successful in creating awareness and generating interest 

among prospective students. The positive response indicates a promising influx of 

applicants for the upcoming academic year. Continued efforts will be made to build on 

this momentum and ensure a successful admissions season. 

CAMPAIGNING AT KASTURBA JR.COLLEGE PONNALURU 
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CAMPAIGNING AT KASTURBA JR.COLLEGE KANDUKURU 

 

   
 

CAMPAIGNING AT KASTURBA , JR.COLLEGE TANGUTURU
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CAMPAIGNING AT KASTURBA JR.COLLEGE,PODILI 

 

      
 

CAMPAIGNING AT DR.B. AMBEDKAR GURUKULA PATHASALA,  

SINGARAYAKONDA,KAREDU,DARSI 
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CAMPAIGNING AT GOVERNMENT JR.COLLE MADIIPDU 

  

     
 

   CAMPAIGNING AT KASTURBA JR.COLLE,KOTTAPATNAM,AND 

PVR COLLEGE,ONGOLE. 
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TRAINING IN ENGLISH TEACHING FOR GOVT.DEGREE 

FACULTY OF ANDHRA PRADESH 
 

Andhra Pradesh Commissioner of Collegiate Education has organised a  Training in 

English Teaching For Government Degree Faculty, for 1 batch from 4th December to 8th 

December, in The English and Foreign languages of University, Hyderabad. 

Smt.M.Sudha Rani Lecturer in English of our college has participated in this five days 

Training and got participation certificate. Certificate. 
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NATIONAL PHYSICS  QUIZ   DRAWS ENTHUSIASTIC PARTICIPATION FROM 

DIVERSE COLLEGES 
 

On the occasion of Energy Conservation Day, the Department of Physics with the collaboration 

of   IQAC has conducted   National Online Quiz   on 13th December.  

In a remarkable initiative led by the Physics Department, a national online quiz witnessed 

widespread engagement from participants beyond the confines of their respective colleges. The 

event, designed to test and celebrate the knowledge of physics enthusiasts, garnered an 

overwhelming response, showcasing the broad appeal of the subject. The quiz, open to students 

and individuals passionate about physics, attracted participants from a myriad of educational 

institutions across the district. The diverse representation not only added a competitive edge to 

the event but also underscored the universality of interest in physics. The questions, carefully 

crafted to challenge participants and showcase the breadth of the subject, successfully struck a 

balance between accessibility and intellectual rigor. 

The response to the quiz was nothing short of phenomenal, reflecting the collective eagerness 

of individuals to engage with and showcase their proficiency in physics. The success of the 

initiative can be attributed not only to the efforts of the Physics Department but also to the 

enthusiastic participation of students and physics enthusiasts from various back ground. 
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NATIONAL CONSERVATION DAY 

 

National Energy Conservation Day is observed in India on December 14. It was initiated by 

the Bureau of Energy Efficiency under the Ministry of Power, Coal and Non-Conventional 

Energy Sources in 1991 and has been celebrated annually ever since.               

 The Department of Physics has observed National Conservation Day on 14th December, 2023, 

in our college. Sri B. Srinivasa Rao and Smt. Suhana, Assist Executive Engineer from 

APSPDCL, ONGOLE were invited to deliver a comprehensive speech, shedding light on the 

significance of National Energy Conservation Day and to educate the students on energy 

conservation. The speech aimed to inspire both students and faculty members. The programme 

was transmitted through YouTube link. The technical assistance was given by Sri J.N. Suresh, 

J.K.C. Mentor of the institution. 

An impactful awareness campaign on energy conservation was conducted near D.S. 

Government Degree College for Women, Ongole under the guidance of the Physics faculty, 

Dr. Manjula Bharati and Dr P. Indira. The event aimed to educate and engage students and in 

understanding the importance of energy conservation. 
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ANNUAL  FEST 

Annual Fest – Pragna Awards 2023 program has organized at Govt. Degree College (A), 

Ananthapur on 16thDecember, 2023. The chief guest of the function was Hon’ble 

Commissioner of Collegiate Education, AP., Dr. Pola Bhaskar, and IAS. He addressed the 

occasion and gave away the Pragna Awards.  

Our college secured   three awards in three different categories. In   student category for best 

CSP , We got three awards, namely, T.Roopa Sai, B.COM, k. Tasleem, B.SC and G.Ramya, 

B.SC. In College Category Criterion Wise Our NAAC –Coordinator Smt. P.Kusuma Kumari 

got award of appreciation for her efforts in achieving A+ GRADE   in  NAAC Accreditation. 

Our principal got prestigious award for highest   NAAC   CGPA among all the colleges in all 

over the state. 
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MICRO SOFT DIVERSITY SKILLING PROGRAM 

 

Andhra Pradesh Information Technology Academy (APITA) has conducted Faulty 

Development Programme under Micro soft Diversity Skilling   online on Training Program 

On 18th December to 22nd December. Some of the faculty members participated in this program 

and got the certificate.      
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NATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY 

 
National Mathematics Day is celebrated on December 19th   in honor of the birth anniversary 

of the legendary Mathematician, Srinivasa Ramanujan. The day commenced with an 

inauguration ceremony, where our College Principal   Dr. D. Kalyani and Mathematics faculty 

members highlighted the importance of Mathematics in our daily lives and paid tribute to the 

contributions of Srinivasa Ramanujan. 

Various mathematics competitions were organized to engage students and promote a spirit of 

healthy competition. The competitions included: Math Quiz and Problem Solving Contest 

Maths Quiz is a thrilling and competitive quiz that tested participants' knowledge of 

mathematical concepts, history, and applications. 

Problem Solving Contest aims to Participants were challenged with a set of intricate 

mathematical problems, testing their problem-solving skills and creativity. 

The day concluded with a prize distribution ceremony   by our principal to recognize and 

reward the winners of the various competitions. Certificates and prizes were awarded to 

participants who exhibited outstanding mathematical skills. 

The National Mathematics Day celebration at our college was a resounding success, fostering 

a love for mathematics and encouraging students to explore the subject beyond textbooks. The 

day not only celebrated the legacy of Srinivasa Ramanujan but also inspired a new generation 

of mathematicians to make their mark in the world of numbers and equations. 

In this programme In-charge of the Department Dr.Kezia and B.Sravani Lecturer in 

Mathematics, and all MPCS students actively participated in this programme. 
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VIKSIT BHARAT@2047: VOICE OF YOUTH 

 

 Viksit Bharat@2047 is the vision of Government of India to make India a developed nation 

by 2047, the 100th year of its independence. The vision encompasses various aspects of 

development, including economic growth, social progress, environmental sustainability, and 

good governance. 

As India stands at this crucial juncture, poised to take off on its growth trajectory, it is important 

to realize that tremendous dedication and belief in India’s destiny, immense desire, potential, 

talent and capabilities of the Indians, especially the youth, coupled with steadfast leadership, 

is necessary to realize this potential. There is enormous work that needs to be undertaken in a 

mission mode to make India Viksit Bharat by 2047. For this to happen, there is a need to chalk 

out a bold, ambitious and transformative agenda, and its communication to all stakeholders. 

The role of the youth, who constitute our largest population group, has a huge role here as they 

will lead India to Viksit Bharat by 2047. 

Therefore, it is important to channelize the innovative ideas of the youth into nation building 

by inviting them to ideate and contribute to the vision of Viksit Bharat by 2047. It is important 

that every youth, more so the youth in colleges/ institutes and Universities take part in this 

important nation building exercise.  

As per the instructions of CCE and   having social responsibility all the students of our college  

with the guidance of Convener of this programme Dr. k. Manjula Bharati, registered in this  

programme.  
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SGBS UNNATI  FOUNDATION 

 

The program is intended for Government colleges, therefore catering to the underprivileged 

groups. Mr. Darla Srujan trainer has been assigned for this Skill Development Program – 

UNXT to conduct this program in Damacharla Sakkubayamma Government Women’s Degree 

College. Ongole. This training started from December 9th, 2023, in our college. 

With a vision of skilling and employment enabled social transformation, SGBS Unnati 

Foundation (Unnati), a   registered NGO, has successfully transformed over 80,000 youth over 

the last 20 years. 

1. The program helps youth get ready to take up a job, discover their strength, identify the 

area or job that suits them. and make them believe in themselves. 

Unnati assures jobs to those who desire and helps in their placement. The course also helps 

students who take up higher education; go back to farming, or who join their own small family 

business in villages, etc. 

UNXT, a 165 hours Free Training Program (30 day 3 hours classroom training and 75+ hours 

worth of learning materials through apps), is being offered by Unnati for all final year 

Undergraduate and Postgraduate youth from selected Colleges in various states during the 

academic year 2023-24. 

UNXT program is designed to give an intensive training of approximately 165 hours which 

includes the following:  Spoken English and Effective Communication Techniques. 

 ● Life Skills like Self-respect, Time Management, Stress Management, Effective Work 

Habits, Health and Hygiene, Sexuality, Diversity, Building Confidence, Grooming, to name a 

few. 

 ● Employability Skills like Teamwork, Development of Leadership skills, Problem Solving, 

Managing Conflict, Effective Work Habits, Resume Writing, Interview skills, Mock 

Interviews and so forth.  

● Essential Values systems like Punctuality, Responsibility, Honesty, Caring & Sharing, 

Gratitude, Humility & Respect etc. 

 ● Debates, Public Speaking, Reading & Visual Comprehension, e-learning (U LEAPP App)  
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And    much more Program Benefits. 

 At the end of the training, the attitude of each student changes, his or her confidence level 

improves and the student overcomes stage fear. A complete transformation takes place in the 

student for betterment of life, in their respective professional and personal domains. 

Principal Dr.D.Kalyani encouraged this programme for the welfare of the students and gave 

all her support for smooth running of this program. JKC CO-ORDINATOR Dr.A.V.Rajya 

Lakshmi, the convener of this programme Dr.P.indira also participated in this training 

programme.    
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NATIONAL CONSUMERS DAY 

 

 

National Consumers Day is observed on December 24th every year to commemorate the 

enactment of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, which came into force on this day. The day 

is dedicated to creating awareness about consumer rights and responsibilities and highlighting 

the importance of consumer protection in the market. 

National Consumers Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm in our college on 24TH 

December. The event aimed to create awareness among students about their rights as 

consumers and promote responsible consumption. To engage the students actively, Essay 

writing competitions, and Eleocution competitions were conducted in Spandana Bhavan, 

Ongole and prizes were distributed winners to showcase their understanding of consumer 

rights and responsibilities. Students and Department of Commerce actively participated in this 

programme. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

 

1. Jonal  Review Meeting on 2nd Januar,2024 (NRC) 

2. The Department of Telugu is going to conduct Smt.Savitribai Poole Jayanti on January 

3rd,2024 

3. Spot valuation for 1 semester of A.K Universtity from 7th January. 

4. Internship for final year students ( B.SC, BA) 

5. National Child Care Day by Women Empowerment Cell 

6. Celebrations of Republic Day 

 

 

                                            

 

 


